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ABSTRACT 
This is an attempt at a comprehensive expository study of those nonnegative 
matrices which happen to be inverses of M-matrices and is aimed at an audience 
conversant with basic ideas of matrix theory. A theme is the parallels (and differences) 
between the class of M-matrices and the class of inverse M-matrices. Among the 
primary tools used are diagonal multiplications, the Neumann expansion, and the form 
of the inverse of a partitioned matrix. Some of the results seem not to have appeared 
before, and several unsolved problems are mentioned. 
INTRODUCTION 
An n-by-n real matrix A = (aii) is called an M-matrix if (1) it is of the form 
A=aZ-P, 
where P is entrywise nonnegative, and (2) cu exceeds the Perron-Frobenius 
eigenvalue (spectral radius) of P (or, equivalently, A is nonsingular and A-’ is 
entrywise nonnegative). Thus, an M-matrix has two key features: (1) the sign 
pattern a,,>O, i=l,..., n, and aii G 0, i # i (in general, such matrices are 
said to be in class 2); and (2) the property that A is (positive) stable, i.e., all 
eigenvalues have positive real parts. Of course, a host of equivalent properties 
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may be substituted for (2). Over the years, M-matrices have had considerable 
attention, in large part because of the frequency with which they arise in 
applications [l], and a great deal is now known about them and several 
generalizations, e.g. [7,16,17]. Recently, a noticeable amount of attention has 
turned to inverse M-matrices-those matrices which happen to be inverses of 
M-matrices-again, in part, due to applications [2O]. Simply put, the inverse 
M-matrix question is, given a nonnegative matrix, how to recognize whether 
or not it is the inverse of an M-matrix, without going so far as to actually 
invert it. To this end, several necessary conditions for a nonnegative matrix to 
be inverse M has been demonstrated here and there in the literature of late. It 
is our goal to give an integrated survey of some of the facts known about 
inverse M-matrices and to add several observations as well. We shall presume 
knowledge of the many known equivalent conditions for a matrix in sign-pat- 
tern class 2 to be an M-matrix, such as those given in [17]. One intention is to 
note some parallels between certain properties of inverse M-matrices and 
known properties of M-matrices. Since AE Z is (positive) stable (all eigenval- 
ues have positive real parts) if and only if it is an M-matrix, and since a matrix 
is stable if and only if its inverse is, a further reason for interest in inverse 
M-matrices is that they constitute a large class of stable nonnegative matrices. 
NOTATION 
We denote the class of M-matrices by L% and, suggestively, denote the 
class of inverse M-matrices by LX-‘, since the latter is the pointwise inverse 
of the former. All inequalities between matrices or vectors of the same size, 
such as A, 2 A,, will be componentwise. The class of n-by-n matrices B 2 0 
will be denoted by N. Since BE 5JlL -r if and only if B-‘E “X, it is useful to 
keep in mind that if BE N, then BE uX-’ if and only if B-‘E Z, just as it is 
the case that if AE Z, then AE OTL if and only if A-‘E N. Thus the classes Z 
and N are dual to each other in this context. Furthermore, “ 2 ” gives an 
appropriate partial order for the classes 317, and ?JT- ‘, as A r, ALE uX satisfy 
A,~A,ifandonlyifA~‘,A~‘Eu3n-‘satisfyA~’~A~1.Also,A1~u317_and 
A, 2 A, imply A,E OiL. (Both are straightforward calculations.) There is no 
corresponding fact for a-‘, except Theorem 3 below. 
By a positive (nonnegative) diagonal matrix we mean a diagonal matrix 
whose diagonal entries are positive (nonnegative) real numbers, and we 
denote the class of them by 0 (a). We shall also denote the class of n-by-n 
real matrices all of whose principal minors are positive (the “P-matrices”) by 
9, and, finally denote the spectral radius of an n-by-n matrix C by p(C). 
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MULTIPLICATIVE DIAGONAL CLOSURE 
It is a familiar fact that the M-matrices are closed under positive diagonal 
multiplication; that is, if DE UD and AE $T_, then DAE ?k and ADE ?R. The 
same is true of inverse M-matrices, for precisely the same reason. 
THEOREM 1. Zf DEdl) and BE~X~‘, then DBE?T’ and BDE?V’. 
Proof. Since DBE N and is nonsingular, it suffices to note that (DB)-’ 
= B-‘D- ‘E 2, so that ( DB)-‘E L% and DB E ti%p’. The same argument 
applies to BD. n 
DIAGONAL LYAPUNOV SOLUTIONS 
It is also known that M-matrices necessarily possess diagonal Lyapunov 
solutions; that is, for each AE LX, there is a DE b?l such that 
DA + ATO is positive definite. 
This property is also inherited directly by ‘% i. 
THEOREM 2. Zf BE 3K’, then there is a DE oi) such that DB + BTD is 
positive definite. 
Proof. The matrix B = A ~ ‘, A E 9R. Let DE G2 be such that DA + ATO 
is positive definite. Then ( A-‘)T( DA + ATD)A -’ = BTD + DB = DB + BTD 
is positive definite. It is worth noting, moreover, that the set of all possible 
diagonal Lyapunov solutions for A (which is a cone) is the same as that for 
B=A-‘. n 
Since principal submatrices of positive definite matrices are positive 
definite, it follows that the possession of a diagonal Lyapunov solution is a 
property inherited under the extraction of principal submatrices. Since the 
possession of a positive definite Lyapunov solution implies positive stability, 
which implies a positive determinant for a real matrix, it means that an 
M-matrix is a P-matrix, a familiar fact. The same argument applies to LX-’ 
because of Theorem 2. 
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COROLLARY I. The Ci&S 4)1L-’ c 9. 
We note that Zf@ = a, but Nf?? # a-‘. 
EXAMPLE. 1. Within the class Z, the existence of a diagonal Lyapunov 
solution characterizes !JR. Theorem 2 may be interpreted as saying that the 
existence of a diagonal Lyapunov solution is necessary for BE N to be in 
dJ(L-‘. It is not also a sufficient condition, since 
I 18 61 18 61 18 6I 
has the identity as a Lyapunov solution, but its inverse is not in Z. 
We note for completeness at this point that a-’ is closed under 
permutation similarity and under transposition, just as ‘3R is. Both are 
straightforward observations. It should also be noted that for n = 2 a matrix 
BENisin~-‘ifandonlyifdetB>O~ustasAEZisinu~ifandonlyif 
det A > 0 for n = Z), but this easy characterization is atypical. 
EXAMPLE 2. Another parallel between %-’ and u% is that neither is a 
cone, because neither is closed under addition. For ?X this is well known, and 
for %-’ the same sort of example suffices. Both 
while their sum is not. 
REMARK. We note that, in case n = 2, for A,, A,E %, A, + A,E ?3R, if 
and only if A, ’ + A2 ’ E 9l7-‘. This is not the case for n > 2, as indicated by 
the pair 
for which A, + A,E Q, but A;’ + A;’ @ %-l. There are, however, proba- 
bly further interesting relationships between A, + A, and A; ’ + A< ’ to be 
noticed. For example, for A,, A,E 9, det A,A,. det(A,’ + Ail) = det(A, 
+ A,), and if A, is lower and A, is upper triangular, then the signs of the 
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leading principal minors of A, ’ + Ai1 and A, + A, are the same, so that 
A, + A,E % if A,’ + A,‘E 9’. 
ADDITIVE DIAGONAL CLOSURE 
Although it was easy to see that the closure of 31t-’ under multiplication 
from 9 paralleled the corresponding fact for uX, it is somewhat more subtle 
that the parallel extends to addition. It is well known that for AE bX and 
DE a, A + DE 9R. This may be seen from diagonal Lyapunov solution or 
diagonal-dominance characterizations, or from the Neumann expansion, for 
example. Recently, it was conjectured [5] that for BE ‘X ’ we have B + al E 
u91?-’ for a> 0, and this was stated in [18]. Essentially, this fact is a 
consequence of the Neumann expansion, 
(I-A)-‘=z+A+A~+ . . . if p(A)<l, 
but it may be easily generalized to the parallel of additive diagonal closure of 
9K’. 
THEOREM 3. ZfDE~andBE9lC’, then 
Proof. We first demonstrate the case D = cxZ for completeness. Without 
loss of generality (factor of scale), we may assume B = (I - Q)-‘, where 
Q 2 0 and p(Q) < 1. Then 
1 
=- ~-&Q-&c?-*Q~- -). 1+a i 
Since B + aZ is thus a nonnegative matrix which is the inverse of a matrix 
with nonpositive off-diagonal entries, it follows that B + ~ZE a-‘, as was to 
be shown in this case. 
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We next demonstrate the desired result under the assumption that DE 9. 
Then, BE L%P’ implies Dp ‘BE u%W’, by Theorem 1, which implies D-‘B + 
ZE %-‘. This in turn means, again by Theorem 1, that D(D-‘B + Z) = B + 
DE ?R-‘, as was to be shown. A continuity argument yields the result for q. 
n 
This observation may also be made via an inductive argument based upon 
a characterization, to be given later, of how an inverse M-matrix may be 
embedded in one of larger dimension. 
REMARK. We note that only the matrices in q have the above property; 
i.e., if E is such that B + EE uXpl for all BE OR-‘, then E must be a 
nonnegative diagonal matrix. This is straightforward, and we leave details to 
the reader. 
DIAGONAL DOMINANCE 
An n-by-n complex matrix C = (cii) is said to be diagonally dominant of 
its rows if 
lciil’i~il,ijl> i=l,...,n. 
If CT is diagonally dominant of its rows, then C is said to be diagonally 
dominant of its columns. The M-matrices possess an important (and char- 
acterizing) latent diagonal-dominance property: if AE 2, then AE “X if and 
only if there is a DE 9 such that AD is diagonally dominant of its rows. 
Alternatively, DA may be made diagonally dominant of its columns, and, 
furthermore, DAE may be made diagonally dominant of both its rows and its 
columns. The inverse M-matrices possess analogous dominance properties 
which are dual (in a certain sense) rather than exactly the same. The matrix C 
is said to be diagonally dominant of its row entries if 
lciil ' l'iil ) i#i, i=l,..., 72. 
Similarly, C is said to be diagonally dominant of its column entries if CT is 
diagonally dominant of its row entries. It is noted in [8, 91 and used in [9, 201 
that this weaker sort of dominance is latent in inverse M-matrices, just as the 
stronger sort is in M-matrices. We note but do not reprove this fact here. One 
approach is to scale the columns of AE uX so that the result is diagonally 
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dominant of its rows, and then show, by inspection of the cofactors, that the 
inverse of the result is diagonally dominant of its column entries. 
THEOREM 4. Zf BE ?X-‘, then there exist D,, D,, E,, and E,E 9 such 
that BD, (respectively D,B, E,BE,) is diagonally dominant of its row 
(respectively column, row and column) entries. 
Using Theorems 1 and 4, any B E u%L- ’ may be scaled by D, E E Gi, so that 
DBE has any desired vector of diagonal entries and is diagonally dominant of 
its row or column (but not necessarily both) entries. For example, as in 1201, 
DBE may be made to have all diagonal entries equal to 1 and all off-diagonal 
entries less than 1. Again, the existence of such scalings is only necessary for 
BE 9R-’ and not sufficient (see Example 1). 
The Hadamard product A 0 B of two matrices of the same size is defined 
by A 0 B -(a&). As noted in [9], Theorem 4 together with its companion 
dominance characterization of M-matrices may be used to prove 
COROLLARY 2. ZfAE%and BE%-‘, then 
AoBE~?JR. 
Note that A 0 BE Z. We refer the reader to an interesting conjecture 
about diagonal symmetrizability which is also in [9]. 
Since Theorem 3 indicates that we may increase diagonal entries and stay 
in %-‘, and Theorem 4 indicates that, in some sense, off-diagonal entries 
must be smaller than diagonal entries, a natural question to address is whether 
we may decrease off-diagonal entries and stay in %-‘. This is essentially the 
case for ??R, since, because of the diagonal-dominance characterization, if any 
offdiagonal entry of A E U% is decreased in absolute value (increased algebrai- 
cally, but not past 0), the result is still in 5JR. (More comprehensively, if 
A,A,E Z, A, - A,E N, and A,E %, then A,E ok.) 
EXAMPLE 3. Unfortunately, this is not the case for ?JR- ‘. The matrix 
i 4 21 2 41 2 41I EuX-l, 
while 
i 4 21 2 41 0 24! 
is not. (The 1, 3 entry of the inverse of the latter is positive.) 
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If, however, all the off-diagonal entries in some row (or column) are 
decreased by a common factor of scale, the outcome is different. 




tlb,, for i=k and jfk, 
b,, 
‘I otherwise 
Proof. Write Bk(0) = DB + E, where D is the diagonal matrix agreeing 
with Z except for a 8 in the kth diagonal position, and E is the zero matrix 
except for (1- O)b,, in the kth diagonal position. For 8 > 0, then, BL(0)E 
Em- ’ by application of Theorems 1 and 3, and the case of 0 = 0 may be 
handled by taking limits. n 
An implication of Theorem 5 worth noting is 
COROLLARY 3. ZfBE%K’und $ is a principal s&matrix of B, then 
$E Em-‘. 
Z’mof Multiple applications (to B and BT) of Theorem 5 for B = 0 leave 
a matrix in Gs1L- ’ which is permutation similar to B,@ D, DE 9. Its inverse is 
in % and is permutation similar to B;‘@ D-l. Since B<‘E 2, it follows that 
B,E %-‘. n 
This closure of 9T- ’ under submatrix extraction was originally demon- 
strated in [13] by very different means and parallels the corresponding fact 
for 9R. Since principal minors are determinants of principal submatrices, and 
matrices in 9X and ‘X-’ have positive determinants, we note that Corollary 3 
implies Corollary 1. 
POWER INVARIANT ZERO PATTERN 
Another property of inverse M-matrices has been noted recently by 
several authors [ll, 181 (and even generalized) and is of interest when some 
off-diagonal entries are 0. The zercmonzero patterns of inverse M-matrices are 
power invariant, as may be seen by appeal to the Neumann expansion. (This 
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is in contrast with the fact that there is no special restriction on off-diagonal 
zero entries of M-matrices.) We state this result, which has been proven 
elsewhere. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that BE CV-‘, and let k be a positive integer. 
Then the i, i entry of Bk is zero if and only if the i, i entry of B is xero. 
Let N+ = N + “i) be that subset of N in which each matrix has strictly 
positive diagonal. We know from Corollary 1 that ,-l c N+. In N+, the 
property of having a power invariant zero pattern is purely combinatorial 
and, in fact, is equivalent to B and B2 having the same zero pattern. 
Furthermore, it should be noted that (1) the values of the diagonal entries are 
immaterial to the question of a power invariant zero pattern and (2) if there 
are zeros, a power invariant zero pattern must be reducible and each 
irreducible component must be strictly positive. In view of Theorems 3 and 4, 
a natural question to raise is for which BE Nt (or, equivalently, N) there 
exists a DE ‘% such that B + DE 9R-‘. Theorem 6 gives a necessary condi- 
tion and shows that not all BE N’ may be put in %K’ by increasing the 
diagonal. However, this power invariance of the zero pattern is the only 
restriction, and, except for it, the diagonal is the crucial feature associated 
with membership in 9R-‘, just as it is for ?X. Thus, the question of when it is 
enough in N+ just to be able to adjust the diagonal is purely combinatorial, 
and this fact generalizes Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose that BE N+. Then there is a DE a such that 
B + DE %-’ if and only if B2 and B have the same mo pattern. 
Proof. If B + DE 97-l, then the necessity of the same zero pattern in 
B2 and B follows from Theorem 6 (which may be deduced from the 
calculations to be given below also). 
On the other hand, if B and B2 have the same zero pattern, then the 
pattern of B is power invariant and it suffices to show that (Y 2 0 may be 
chosen so that (al + B)-’ exists and is in Z. First, suppose that cx > p(B), at 
least, and then (aZ + B)-’ may be written 
(~Z+B)-‘=~(Z-~B+$+-$B3+ --). 
It then suffices to show that (Y can be chosen so that 
diag ~B-$BQ+-.$B~- . . . (i> 
204 
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for then we would have (CYZ + B)-‘E 2. Note that (i) is equivalent to 
diag [B(nZ + B)-‘1 <I, 
and (ii) is equivalent to 
(ii) 
Byaz+B)-‘GB. (ii’) 
Since (aZ+B)-‘-0 as.0 + + 00, it is clear that (i’) is satisfied for suffi- 
ciently large CU. Furthermore, since B has power invariant zero pattern, 
B2(aZ + B)-’ and B have the same zero pattern, so that the fact that the 
left-hand side of (ii’) can be made arbitrarily small by choice of (Y > 0 means 
that (ii’) may be satisfied. Since the convergence of (cwl + B)-’ and (i) and 
(ii) may all be satisfied for CY sufficiently large, they may all be satisfied 
simultaneously, which completes the proof. n 
Q UESTION. Consider BE N such that aZ + B has power invariant zero 
pattern for (Y > 0. According to Theorems 3 and 7 there exists a real number 
(Ye such that 
CXZ+BE~~-~ for LY>(Y~ 
and 
aZ+ BBtJi--’ for a<(~,. 
How may (Y(,, a function of B, be characterized? The corresponding question, 
for which (Y is aZ - BE 9R, for M-matrices has a pleasantly simple answer [if 
and only if (Y > p(B)] with no combinatorial requirement. The combinatorial 
portion of the answer is straightforward in the case of 9K’ (Theorem 7); 
however, the analytical portion [determination of ar,( B)] appears to be not as 
simple (and not to be so neatly related to the spectrum). If an answer were 
available, a characterization of BE Nt which lie in aX-’ would follow: for 
example, DE “i, could be chosen so that diag (DB) = Z and P = DB - Z; then 
a,(P) could be compared to 1 to provide an answer (along with a check of 
power invariance). 
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COMMENT. One approach to learning about (~a could be the following. 
Let the polynomial Pi be defined by 
P,‘(a)~det(cwZ+B). 
For an n-by-n matrix C, denote by Cii the (n - 1)-by-( n - 1) submatrix of 
determined by deletion of the ith row and jth column, and further define 
c 
Then, associate with B the augmented polynomial (of degree n3 -2n’ + 2n ) 
Note that we might define P-, q,;, and Q- analogously by replacing the 
“ + ” in al + B with a “ -.” Then, Pi is the characteristic polynomial of B; 
and Pi(a)=(-l)nPz(-a), qii(a)=(-l)“qG(-a), and Q,(a)= 
(-YQBi(- a>. 
Now, if BE N satisfies the above discussed combinatorial condition neces- 
sary for membership in *%r’, then we know that for sufficiently large a, 
q:(+o, i=l >.*., n; 
and 
Thus, 
q;(a) co, i # i; 
P;(+o. 
Q;b)= 
for sufficiently large a. 
This means, in particular, that for 
a,,(B)~ max cr, 
uER,Q$(n)=O 
Q,‘(a) > 0 for all (Y > (Y,,,,(B). Thus, 
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with equality holding unless it so happens that a,,(B) is a root of even 
multiplicity of all those q,;(o) of which it is a root. 
A similar approach may be taken to determining the minimum value of (Y 
such that (YZ - BE %. Then, the maximum root of Q, comes into play. 
However, it is well known that this turns out to be the maximum root of 
QB , 
namely that root of Pi which is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of B. In the 
latter case, the minimum (Y is a root of QBf which may not be an eigenvalue in 
the usual sense, and it is not, a priori, clear from which factor of Q,’ it comes. 
Q UESTION. Since A,, A,E Z, A, - A,E N, and A,E 6X imply A,E 9lL, 
it seems natural to ask, more generally, under what circumstances B,, B,E N, 
B, - B,E Z, and B,E 9R-l imply B,E %,-‘. Theorems 3,s (and the discus- 
sion preceding), and 7 give special cases, but there may be a more encompass- 
ing answer. In general, we might ask: given BE N which satisfies some 
condition necessary for BE 5X-l, how might the entries of B be adjusted to 
get into ?K’? 
PARTITIONED INVERSE 9RMATRICES 
As is often the case, a good deal can be learned by considering the 
conditions for BE %-’ when B is written in partitioned form. Since 9X-l is 
defined in terms of the sign pattern of inverses of elements of N+, the 
conformally partitioned form for the inverse of B is naturally useful. A now 
standard calculation yields that if B is partitioned as 
B r , B, square, 






= B,’ + B,‘B,( B4 - B3B;lB2)-lB3Bp, (lb) 
A,= -(B,-B,B,-‘B,)-lB,B,-l @a> 
= - B,‘B,(B, - B3B,1B,)-1, @b) 
A, = - B,-‘B,( B, - B,B,-lB,)-l (34 
(3b) 
= B;l+ B,‘B,(BI- B,B,-‘B,)-1B2B,-1. W 
This assumes all the relevant inverses exist. From these formulae many 
conditions for B E ?lT- ’ may be deduced, and many inequalities may be 
exhibited. Perhaps the most natural is to partition B so that B4 is (n - I)-by- 
(n - 1) and derive necessary and sufficient conditions for B E a-‘, assuming 
B,E 97-l (as we know it must be for BE 5X-l to hold). We record the result 
of the necessary calculations as 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that B*E 91ip1 is (n - l)-by-( n - 1). T&n the 
n-by-n matrix 
if and only if there exist l-by-( n - 1) vectors u, vT > 0 such that 
s=B1-uB,v’>O, 6) 
Bz=uB,, (ii) 
B3 = B4vT, (iii) 
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and 
vTu =S - sB;’ except for the diagonal entries. (iv> 
Proof. The stated conditions, including B4 E u9T-‘, may easily be seen to 
be sufficient for the invertibility of B. Partition A = B- ’ conformally with B: 
We wish to determine, by inspection of the formulae for the Ai’s in terms of 





A,E Z; (iv’) 
for these are equivalent to AE Z and BE 6X.-‘. However, (i), (ii) and (iii), 
together with the invertibility of B4, immediately imply (i’). If (i) is assumed, 
(ii’) is equivalent to (ii) because A, = - SC%, and (iii’) is equivalent to (iii) 
because A, = - s- ‘vT. Furthermore, it is similarly clear, by appeal to A, = 
(B, - B2BT1B3)-’ that (i’), (ii’) and (iii’) imply (i). Finally, (iv’) is then 
equivalent to (iv), since 
A, = B,-’ + sp’vTu 
and B;‘E Z and vTu has nonnegative diagonal. Thus, the collection (i), (ii), 
(iii), and (iv) is equivalent to the collection (i’), (ii’), (iii’), and (iv’), and this 
completes the proof. n 
A number of observations may be made directly from the formulae for A,, 
A,, ~43, and A, or with the help of Theorem 8. Included among these are 
some facts already noted in earlier sections. We suppose that BE 5X-l and 
A = B-’ are partitioned conformally as above. We shall discuss briefly 
several, but surely not all, of these facts. 
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Since B4 - B3B11B2 is the inverse of an M-matrix, namely A, from (4a), it 
follows that B4 - B3Bc1BZ~ u9P-‘. This matrix is called the Schur comple- 
ment of B4 in B, and similarly for the Schur complement of B, in B we have 
B, - B,B~‘B,E 9K’; both simply follow from the immediate fact that a 
principal submatrix of an M-matrix is an M-matrix (a fact which is more 
immediate than the corresponding one for inverse M-matrices). There are, of 
course, corresponding identical formulae for the Bi in terms of the A,. Based 
analogously on the fact that BE TR-’ implies B,, B,E L?n-1, it follows that 
the Schur complements of A, and A, are M-matrices. In fact, given that 
A,, A,E 6X, it is straightforward to demonstrate, based upon (la)-(4b), that 
AE tiX if and only if the Schur complements of A, and A, in A are 
M-matrices. For UX-L the parallel with 9lZ based upon Schur complements 
breaks down here, which provides another notable difference between inverse 
M-matrices and M-matrices-again with the inverse-M case being more 
subtle. 
EXAMPLE 4. If B, and B,E %-I, then for B to be in 9R-l it is 
necessary, but not sufficient, that the Schur complements of B, and B4 in B be 
in ‘9?_,- ‘. It does not automatically follow that A, ~0 and A, ~0 (as the 
corresponding fact does in the M-matrix case). Let 
be partitioned so that 
B,=(I), B,=(U), B3=(:), B4=(; ;). 
Then B,, B,E “s;R-‘, B, - B,BT’B, =(l)E L?R-‘, and 
B4-B3B;‘B2= 2 3 
( I 
1 2 E3r’, 
but B @ aX-1, since B,BL’ = (1, - 1) PO. 
The fact that any principal submatrix of BE o3R-’ must also be in L%,-‘, 
noted earlier, may also be deduced from the formulae (la)-(4b). It is enough 
to suppose that B, is l-by-l and show that BE 0X-’ implies B,E “?R-‘; for 
then, any principal submatrix may be obtained by permutation similarity and 
further extraction of submatrices. Since BE “TV-‘, we have A, G 0 and 
A, 4 0, and, thus, since B, is l-by-l, B,Bi’ 20 [from (2a)] and BL’B, a0 
[from (3a)J. Then again, since B, is I-by-l, the off-diagonal entries of Bdpl 
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must be nonpositive because of (4b). But, since B, 2 0 and B,B;’ S= 0, the 
diagonal entries of BT1 must be nonnegative. Since B4~ N and I?cl~ 2, it 
follows that B,E 9R-‘, as was to be shown. This constitutes an alternate 
proof of Corollary 3. 
Inequalities between principal submatrices of BE %- ’ and correspond- 
ing submatrices of B-‘E 9R, also follow from (la)-(4b). For example, 
A ‘, 2 B;‘, 
since their difference is nonnegative. Similarly, 
Thus, in either ?7R or a-‘, one obtains a larger matrix by inverting first and 
then extracting a principal submatrix than by extracting a principal submatrix 
and then inverting. This is another example of a setting in which these two 
operations commute except for an inequality, as discussed in [lo]. Similarly, 
other inequalities discussed in [lo] for positive definite matrices extend to % 
and a-‘. Interestingly, for positive definite matrices, the inverse class is 
again the positive definite matrices. For M-matrices and inverse M-matrices, 
there is the subtle difference that the inverse classes are not the same. But we 
are emphasizing the similarities between them, and indeed many of the facts 
about both of them closely parallel facts about the positive definite matrices, 
except only that the generalization of positivity is componentwise domination 
instead of the positive semidefinite ordering. This is, we feel, the heart of the 
unification question [4, 6, 191. Except for the definition of the ordering, it 
seems that identical proofs may be given for many of these facts. 
Finally, we note that some of the preceding theorems may also be proven 
using Theorem 8, most notably Theorems 3 and 6. Theorem 6 is a matter of 
careful bookkeeping of zero entries under induction, keeping Theorem 8, 
parts (ii), (iii), and (iv), in mind, which we only note can be done. Theorem 3 
comes very nicely, since it is enough only to show that the 1,l entry can be 
augmented by a positive quantity while staying in a-‘. Thus, in the context 
of Theorem 8, note that if B, is increased, the validity of conditions (ii) and 
(iii) is unaltered, while s increases so that conditions (i) and (iv) are even more 
clearly satisfied. A similar sort of proof has independently been noted by 
T. Markham. 
SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR INVERSE M-MATRICES 
Thus far, the conditions we have discussed have primarily been only 
necessary conditions for BE s-l. One paper, which also contains several 
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other facts about 0X,-‘, primarily concentrates on developing a very special, 
but intriguing, condition sufficient for a positive matrix to be inverse M [20]. 
Suppose now that a positive matrix B = ( bi i) is diagonally scaled so that 
bii=l, i=l,..., n, and b,,<l, ifj. 
We know that any inverse M-matrix may be scaled this way and that the 
original matrix is inverse M if and only if B is. (Such scalings, it should be 
noted, are not unique, since alternate ones may be obtained by diagonal 
similarity.) Further, let 
b max = ma.xbii and bmi, = minbjj, 
i#j i#i 
and define t by 
Under the stated conditions on B, we have 
We state but do not reprove the result of [20] as 
THEOREM 9. Let B = ( bi i) > 0 be such that 
b,,=l, i=i ,..., n, and bii<l, ifj; 
then BE%-’ if t 2 n -2. Furthermore, the stated condition is tight; if 
bii=b,in,i#i,exceptforbii=bi,=b,,,,zc;heni=n-l,nand1~i~n-2, 
then BE u%-’ ifand only ift > n -2. 
At the opposite extreme from considering when a positive B is inverse M 
is the interesting question of which triangular BE Nt are inverse M. Of 
course, a triangular matrix in 2 must be an M-matrix, but this is now another 
point of difference between ?R and 5X-i. If BE N+ is triangular, then B 
need not be in ‘?P-‘; it still depends on the minors, which may have either 
sign. One extreme case to consider is which 0,l matrices are in u9R- ‘. It is 
easy to see that such a matrix must have l’s on the diagonal and be 
permutation similar to a triangular matrix, but this still is not enough to 
characterize such matrices. In [ 111 the 0,l inverse M-matrices are char- 
acterized and the presentation of the characterization is graph-theoretic. 
Another interesting feature of triangular matrices in either 9R or %-‘, and 
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another analogy between the two classes, is noted in [14]. If some power of 
BE 5% (AE %-r) is permutation similar to a triangular matrix, then B (A) 
must be also (and by the same permutation). Factorizations LDU for inverse 
M-matrices are studied in [2]. There the central question, which at first glance 
appears harder but is conceivably easier, is which R E Nf are (finite) products 
of inverse M-matrices. Clearly any product of inverse M-matrices is in N’ , but 
this does not cover Nip which leaves an intriguing question. 
The special case of inverse M-matrices which are inverses of tridiagonal 
matrices is treated in [12]. 
LU FACTORIZATIONS FOR INVERSE %MATRICES 
Since [7] it has been well known that any AE % has decompositions 
A=LU and A=U’L’ 
where L and L’ (U and U’) are not only lower triangular (upper triangular) 
but are also M-matrices. Furthermore, up to scaling of the diagonal entries 
(e.g. if the diagonal entries of L and L’ are taken to be l’s), such factorizations 
are unique. For a triangular matrix to be in % it is necessary and sufficient 
that it be in Z (i.e., the sign pattern suffices). In u?R-’ there is a parallel 
factorization, but for a triangular matrix to be in 9K’, N+ is necessary (of 
course) but not sufficient. 
THEOREM 10. If AE “%-I, then A may be written 
A=LU 
where L is lower and U upper triangular and L, UE uX- ‘. Furthermore, the 
factorization is unique up to scaling of the diagonal entries of L and U. 
Proof. Since A-” E 9R, we have A- ’ = U’L’ with u’ upper and L’ lower 
triangular elements of ‘!JT7,. Then A = L’-lU’-l, and L = L’-’ and U = U’-’ 
fulfill the assertions of the theorem. 4 
REMARK. Although triangular factorizations within their own class are 
necessary for elements of both 9IL and ‘K’, they are sufficient in neither 
case. That is, if A = LU, with L lower and U upper triangular elements of 
ti9k-’ (respectively 5X), it does not follow that AE 09V1 (respectively %). 
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INVERSE M-MATRICES HAVE ROOTS IN L%-’ 
In general, matrices in Nt do not necessarily have square roots (or 
higher-order roots) in Nt (or even N), although any power of a matrix in Ni 
is in N+. It does not generally seem to be known that matrices in ‘?l7-’ c Nt , 
however, do have arbitrary roots not only in Nt but in L?P-‘. As we have 
often seen, this is parallel to a corresponding fact for M-matrices (which itself 
seems not to be generally known). 
THEOREM 11. If AE “31t, then for each integer k a 1, there is a matrix 
A’/k such that 
(A’/“)” = A 
and 
(A1jk)% %, q=O,l,..., k. 
Proof. We may write A = aZ - P where P 2 0 and a > p(P). Thus 
(l/a)A = I -(l/a)P, and, since it suffices to prove the theorem for (I/(Y)A, 
we assume without loss of generality that (Y = 1. 
For a scalar t, we have 
(l-x)‘= $ (-l)‘( i)Xi 
i=O 
for 1x1 -C 1. Since p(P) ( 1, it follows that 
(Z-P)‘= $ (-l)i( ;)Pi. 
I=0 
Since 
t ( 1 = t(t-l)...(t-iii) i i! , 
we have, for 0 < t -c 1, that 
(-lY( ;) (0, i=1,2,..., 
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and --~~~~(-l)‘(,~) i P converges to a nonnegative matrix f(P), whose 
spectralradius l-[l-p(P)lt<l. Thus, for OGtrl, (Z-P)t=Z-f(P)~ 
?R. Setting t = l/k yields the asserted result. n 
COROLLARY 4. Zf B E Em-‘, then for each integer k G 1, there is a matrix 
B ‘1 k satisfying 
( B’/k)k zz B 
and 
(B1/k)qE%-l, 4=o,1 ,..., k. 
Proof. Let B = A-‘, AE ??I.,, and B’lk = (A1/k)-‘, where A’lk is the 
matrix given by Theorem 11. n 
Thus, matrices in a-l (‘3,) h ave arbitrary kth roots within the class 
‘37-l (a). We note that, since they are high-order powers of matrices in 
N+, this is another explanation of why elements of a-* have power 
invariant O-patterns. 
Q UESTION. Besides powers of elements of a-‘, are there any other 
invertible elements of N+ which, for each k = 1,2,. . . , have kth roots in N+ ? 
(Note that %-’ is not closed under taking powers, although it is under the 
extraction of particular roots, because Em is not closed under the taking of 
powers. However, a power of an element of !JR-’ does lie in Nt and has 
arbitrary roots in N+ because of Corollary 4.) If not, then %-’ would be 
characterized by the fact that powers of its elements have arbitrary roots in 
Ni . A corresponding question is the following: must each element of N+ 
which has arbitrary roots in N+ have a root in a-‘? 
HADAMARD, FISCHER, AND SZASZ DETERMINANTAL 
INEQUALITIES IN %-l 
We shall not enter into a detailed discussion of determinantal inequalities 
here, but note that a family of inequalities known for positive definite 
matrices, and extended to ‘3, in an effort at unification 1191, also holds in 
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9T- ‘. These include inequalities due to Hadamard, Fischer, and Szasz. For 
matrices A = (aii) E 9, Hadamard’s inequality states that 
detA< fi aii, 
i=l 
Fischer’s inequality states that 
detAsdetA(J)detA(J’) 
(whereJc{l,Z,..., n} is an index set, I’ is its complement, and A(J) denotes 
the principal submatrix of A contained in the rows and columns denoted by 
J), and Szasz’s inequality states that 
(where ffk is the product of all the 
( 1 
z principal minors of A of size k by k). 
Each of these inequalities may be deduced from the collection of inequalities 
detA(JflK)detA(JUK)GdetA(J)detA(K) 
for allJ,KC{l,2 ,..., n}. This collection of inequalities is known to hold for 
matrices in 9R, as well as for the positive definite matrices [3], but the 
collection is inverse invariant (i.e., if it holds for AE 9, then it also holds for 
A-l>, because det A-‘( J’) = det A(J)/det A. Therefore, the collection of 
inequalities holds also for matrices in ?IR-‘. We therefore have 
THEOREM 12. Each matrix in L%-’ satisfies the inequalities of 
Hadammd, Fischer, and Szasz. 
REMARK. Since L?V- ’ c Nt , and the product of the diagonal entries is 
supermultiplicative on Nf while the determinant is multiplicative, it follows 
that Hadamard’s inequality holds for any matrix which is a product of inverse 
M-matrices. 
Q UESTION. The invertible elements of Nt which satisfy Hadamard’s 
inequality form a semigroup. What is the structure of this semigroup, and how 
does it compare with the semigroup of products of elements of 0X-‘? 
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